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WHAT’S
FOREX?

Forex is short for foreign exchange and no

matter where you are in the world, the foreignexchange will affect you.

The foreign exchange (Forex) market is a global decentralised market for the trading of

currencies and determines the foreign exchange rate. It includes all aspects of buying

selling and exchanging currencies at current or determined prices.Through this market,

different currencies are continuously exchanged by millions of people. Unlike the stock

market, there is no central marketplace for foreign exchange. Instead, currency trading

is taking place electronically over the counter, which means all transactions occur via

computer networks between traders around the world rather than through one

centralized exchange. The need for adaptable currency is what makes Forex the largest

and most liquid financial market in the world. It outperforms all other markets with a

trading rate of 5.4 trillion dollars a day, compared to the crypto market at 4.8 billion.

FOREX MARKET SIZE

5.4
TRILLION USD / DAY

BIGGER THAN

1124x

>
CRYPTO MARKET SIZE

4.8
BILLION USD / DAY





DIFFICULTIES WITH

THE CURRENT
FOREX STRUCTURE

The transaction process is inefficient and complicated for such a big industry,
with a lack of consistency concerning brokers

When the individual trader wishes to
exchange one currency for another, a fee is
incurred which currently ranges between
5-7 % of the total transaction amount.
having to save cost of transaction fees
more than 80-90% from each potential
investment opportunity is largely
unattractive to investors and reduces the
viability of many investments. Barriers to
enter the Forex market act as a deterrent
to the novice investor. The potential of
these funds has recently been realized in

the Cryptocurrency industry, as its market
capitalization has increased to over $400
billion at the beginning of 2018. In
addition, the broker also incurs a fee
between 5-7 % when transacting with
liquidity providers. Large broker platforms
typically host thousands of investors with
potential turnovers in excess of 100 million
dollars per day. A large portion of this
amount consists of unnecessary fees,
presenting an opportunity for massive cost
savings.



VOLMAXay
Community

We have a strong intention to make a real-time,

secure, and international eco- system for our users.

Volmax group limited. aims to create a

large,international, eco-friendly community on a

digital platform that is made to meet the demands of

Forex liquidity providers and traders. The primary

focus will be premium brokers who require a new

transaction method which is made cheaper and

faster through the use of blockchain technology.

Volmax group limited aimsto expand on this

becoming our own premium broker. This will provide

a platform with both established users and

significant daily volumes, which will steadily

increase the price over time.



VOLMAX SIGNALS,
A REAL SUCCESSFUL SERVICE

Yes, Volmax Signals limited is real, and it’s already working.

In 2019, after years of experience trading Foreign exchange market, the Volmax Team

started to work on an algorithm based on technical and fundamental analysis. Some

months later, in 2020, Volmax Signals limited started giving trading signals.

The platform is specialized in binary options, where the algorithm (with the supervision

of our traders) send to the users signals of market opportunities with high accuracy.

In 2020 the platform was improved, offering our customers auto-trading, where the

binary signals are executed by a broker automatically, trading signals while you are

sleeping, working or in your free time.

From the beginning of 2021 to now, the signals and auto-trading service have given

good revenues to our more than 1.5K customers of around 350%.

In the next table you can see the results.Please notice that the revenues increase

depending on the initial investment.



Table of profits from 2019 and 2020 – can also be checked on our website’

2.VOLMAX TRADING PLATFORM

We want to provide our contributors with a trading service that will be limited and exclusive.

Ensuring that the algorithm of the robot is not used by many people will maintain the correct

performance.



2.1. User dashboard andapp

With Volmax investors can access the exclusive signal Vglvice for Forex, sent through the web

dashboard and the IOS/Android app. Users will receive notifications with all information about the

signals when our traders place each order.

In the dashboard, users will also see the global performance of the robot and the profit/loss

generated by the Pool.



2.2.Algorithm Trading

Volmax Trading system is built on one algorithm created by programmers and

traders, based on two years of results in the Forex industry, which has been

renewed and adapted to Forex trading. The algorithm is based on MetaTrader 5

(main Forex trading platform) and programmed in MLQ5.

The algorithm provides our traders with clear market opportunities, but they’re the

ones who finally validate and execute the orders, and send signals to the

customers.

To avoid losing performance on the algorithm, the service is only going to be

provided to a limited number of customers. The algorithm will also work with an

amount destined to the Trading Pool.



2.3. Autotrading Service

As we already did in our service for Binary Options, our goal is to offer users an

Autotrading platform to enable copying all of our trades 100% automatically.

We understand the need of users to be able to follow our performance without

sitting all day in front of a computer. That is why, using the APIs that offer the most

important Foreign exchange, we are going to develop a tool able to generate

trades while you sleep or enjoy your free time.

Of course, by also offering trading signals for Forex, the system will be compatible

with the MetaTrader platform, the most common for the majority of standard Forex

traders.



3.WHY I SHOULD INVEST IN Volmax?

Volmax is a way to invest in an algorithm that’s already working! With the initial

investment you will receive premium membership and one of the limited access

passes to the service. Once you have this special membership, you are able to

earn money combining the different options detailed below. The membership can

also be sold to another investor.

The main idea of Volmax is to provide all investors with trading options. Depending

on your experience in trading, and the time you are able to dedicate to trade, you

can choose one of the following options or combine them to optimize your

earnings.

1. Use the signals for trading, you will receive BUY/SELL signals

for Forex that you can use for manual trading with your broker.

2. Use Autotrading service. Users can use some of their Fiat funds with

Autotrade algorithm, with all benefits going directly to the investor.

3. Use the transaction pool. Users will be able to invest in our algorithm

platform through any legal currency to profit through fully configurable software.

3.1.Platform profitability

Based on the experience on Volmax Binary Signals, where we have seen

increased interest in the service once it was running, and combined with the

exclusive platform, it is a cocktail that will create big demand for the service.



4.ROAD MAP
The roadmap is divided into several stages showing the route that the team has

taken and expects to have in the following months after.

January 2019

Project Founded

Volmax Binary Signals was a project created by traders for traders. We wanted to

contribute our experience on trading to the Binary Options Signals services to

provide a quality product at an affordable price so we can help as many traders as

possible.

February 2020

Launched Trading Binary Signals

After months of hard work developing a real profitable and stable trading method,

we finally decided to start with the trading signals. We created a web platform and

an iOS/Android app that allows users to receive notifications wherever they are.

We operate directly on the MetaTrader 5 platform and orders are immediately

copied to the server to reach all users through our platforms. This system ensures

that you receive the signals at the exact moment of execution.

October 2020

Launched Autotrading for Binary Options

Once we established the initial service of trading signals and our community

started to grow, we decided to add this functionality due to the need of the users

who do not really have the time to trade all the signals that we send.

Also, with this system they copy and make profit 24 hours a day while they’ re

sleeping or enjoying free time.



We take advantage of the APIs offered by some Binary Options platforms to do

that, and we also programmed an Expert Advisor (EA) to make copy-trade of all

our trades on the MetaTrader platform.

Q1-Q2 2021

Final development and improvement of trading algorithm

As we have already mentioned, we have been testing our algorithm for months

(mainly in Forex currencies), but we will continue for much of 2022 in the definitive

and improved development of this algorithm so that it adapts perfectly to the needs

of our investors.

We will begin to make contact with the APIs of several exchanges to be able to

perform algorithm tests directly on their platform.

Results and performance of the algorithm trading will be shown.



Q3 2021

Desktop platform and app release (BETA)

In this phase a first version of the platform will be released with which you can

already access the signals generated by the algorithm, it will be a BETA phase in

which users can report problems or provide improvements to the platform.

Q1 2023

Launch Autotrading Service (BETA)

Once the web platform and the applications are working correctly, the next stage,

following the corrected steps made in our previous service, will be to offer the

Autotrading service for our Premium users.

This service will be developed with the maximum possible compatibilities,

depending on availability and compatibilities with our trading method, using the

APIs offered by the main cryptocurrency exchanges.

In addition, for users who use the MetaTrader platform, a renewed Expert Advisor

(EA) copy-trader will still be available with which to copy all the signals in this

platform so used by the standard Forex brokers.



Privacy Protection

Protecting the privacy of Users is a critical element for the Volmax group limited.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) demands greater accountability

and transparency from organisations in how they personal information is collected,

processed and stored, Volmax group limited is developing its own privacy

compliance framework to provide a structure for managing personal data we can

use to comply with the GDPR.

5. LEGAL ASPECT

Regulation of proposed activities of the Volmax group limited is currently uncertain

and there are not only disparities in lending regulatory frameworks in different

countries but also may be distinctions within the same country. Volmax group

limited, in its capacity as intermediary, is not responsible for the activity that its

users perform among themselves.

Contractual relationship

Due to the lack of specific cryptocurrencies regulation, the agreement between the

users and the company would be conducted on the basis on contract civil law.



Privacy Protection

Protecting the privacy of Users is a critical element for the Volmax group limited.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) demands greater accountability

and transparency from organisations in how they personal information is collected,

processed and stored, Volmax group limited is developing its own privacy

compliance framework to provide a structure for managing personal data we can

use to comply with the GDPR.

6.CONCLUSION

Based on the information you have read, by investing on Volmax group limited, you

are investing in a successful service in 2019 and 2021. Now Volmax aims to

improve and modernize the automatic trading platforms using Blockchain

technology, and at the same time share the benefits with the community.

In this way, we will keep the Volmax benefits only to a few investors, ensuring the

performance and profitability of the service in the future.

Based on our experience, taking into account the current community users of

Volmax Binary Signals, we can anticipate that there will be a large number of users

interested in investing in Volmax.

Risk Disclosure. Trading Forex a high level of risk and can result in the loss of all of your investment. As such, trading

cannot be appropiate for all investors. You should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. Volmax doesn't retain

responsibility for any losses as a result of using our services.
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